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1. Concepts of cross-border evidence gathering
Evidence – Judicial cooperation (MLA – MR), a.o. gathering and
use of evidence
2. Current gaps in the cooperation mechanism
3. Minimum standards for evidence admissibility
4. The context of forensic evidence
5. The specific situation of fingerprint evidence
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Obtaining existing evidence
House search, freezing order (with 3rd parties), 
seizure (often requiring house search), …
Obtaining new evidence
Hearing, confrontation, covert investigations, 
analysis, expertise
Obtaining evidence in real time
Interception telecommunication, covert 
investigations, monitoring bank accounts
Judicial 
cooperation
MLA
MR
Evidence
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Evidence
Judicial 
cooperation
MLA
MR
Wide range of traditional legal instruments
- Council of Europe Mutual Legal Assistance 
Convention (1959) and its protocols
- Schengen Implementation Convention (1990)
- Napels II Convention (1997)
- EU Mutual Legal Assistance Convention (2000) and
its protocols
- Swedish Framework Decision (2006)
- Prum Convention (2005) and EU Prum Decision
(2008)
- Decisions on Eurojust (2002, 2008)
- …
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Evidence
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Principal rules of play
- Assistance between requesting and requested MS
→ Execution deadlines and refusal grounds
- Inter-state perspective – i.e. regulating
cooperation between states
→ Indirect: intervention of sovereigns such
as Ministers of Justice/Foreign Affairs/…
- Double criminality (not general rule)
- Locus regit actum & forum regit actum
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Forum Regit Actum (e.g. 2000 MLA Convention)
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with the court
Locus-country where the
investigation takes place
FRA
result
Request with
procedures 
& formalities
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Mutual recognition
- Driven by the deficiencies of MLA 
- Request → order (affects deadlines and
refusal grounds) between issuing state and
executing state
- Directly between judicial authorities
- 1999 Tampere Conclusions: MR as cornerstone for
judicial cooperation in criminal matters
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Mutual recognition
In the context of evidence-gathering:
- 2003 European Freezing Order
- 2008 European Evidence Warrant
- 2014 European Investigation Order
However
- Not for all ‘evidence’
- Not ensuring the successful return of the evidence
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In the context of evidence-gathering:
- 2003 European Freezing Order
- 2008 European Evidence Warrant
- 2014 European Investigation Order
MR
Issuing state Executing state
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So how about the successful return of this evidence? Free movement of 
evidence?
Policy-wise difficult to also use MR for return of evidence
1999 Tampere Conclusions:
“Evidence lawfully gathered by one Member State’s authorities should be admissible 
before the courts of other Member States, taking into account the standards that 
apply there”
Definition
“The concept of cross-border having faith in (i.e. rendering admissible) the results of 
investigative measures executed in another Member State as evidence if gathered 
while meeting certain conditions”
However not addressed in MR instruments → recourse to approaches in place
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Linking idea of free movement to concept of minimum standards
Stockholm Action Programme (2009)
– “the European Council invites the Commission to examine whether there are other means 
(i.e. besides mutual recognition) to facilitate admissibility of evidence in this area”
– “to the extent necessary to facilitate MR of judgments and judicial decisions and police and 
judicial cooperation in criminal matters, the Union may adopt common minimum rules”
Art. 82(2) TFEU: ”For the extent necessary to facilitate mutual recognition of judgments and 
judicial decisions and police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters having a cross-border 
dimension, the European Parliament and the Council may (…) establish minimum rules. (…) 
They shall concern: (a) mutual admissibility of evidence between Member States (…)”
2009 Study Ghent University (IRCP)
2016 PhD on telephone tapping and house search (M. Kusak)
2019 PhD on forensic evidence (DNA, fingerprints, electronic evidence)
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Why?
- Cooperative bridges between forensic science and criminal justice (eg. role of 
ENFSI, forensic requirements in legal instuments)
- Fundamental principles of law
- Method
- Comparison of European level (legal/policy, ECtHR) with national level 
(legislation Be, Ndl, UK, Lux, Fr, Germany)
- Vagueness/non-existence European standard – national differences – free 
movement? 
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‘Traditional’ legal point of view Forensic-scientific point of view
Procedural rules to limit states’ competences Accuracy of methods
Fundamental safeguards to protect the
individual involved
Proficiency of actors
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Collection
– Procedural rules
– On what grounds can fingerprints be collected for criminal investigation 
purposes?
– Which persons can be subjected (as from what age)?
– Fundamental safeguards
– Can you refuse to give your fingerprints?
– What is done to protect the privacy of the suspect?
– What information should be given to the suspect (≈ consent)?
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Collection
– Procedural rules
– On what grounds can fingerprints be collected?
– No specific European guidelines (↔ DNA)
– Law Enforcement Directive
– Limited ECtHR case-law (McVeigh and others v. the UK)
– Domestic level: several grounds (qualification person/offences 
involved/particular context e.g. arrest)
– Which persons can be subjected?
– 2 lines of reasoning: ‘scientific reliability’ (asylum law) vs. capability minor
– Domestic level: great variations
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Collection
– Fundamental safeguards
– Can you refuse to give your fingerprints? (≈ right not to incriminate 
yourself)
• Boyce v. Ireland, Saunders v. the UK
– What is done to protect the privacy of the suspect?
• European instruments & case-law: importance legal basis, proportionality, 
necessity
• Belgium as a bad student
– What information should be given to the suspect (≈ consent)?
• No fingerprint-specific instruments but 2012 Information Directive
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Storage
– Procedural rules
– On what grounds can fingerprints be retained?
– How long can this be done so?
– Does this differ, depending on the person involved?
– Fundamental safeguards (see collection phase)
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Storage
– Procedural rules
– On what grounds can fingerprints be retained?
• S. and Marper v. the UK
• Speciality principle in Law Enforcement Directive & CJEU case-law
• Domestic level: great variations (≈DNA/type of offences/no grounds?)
– How long can this be done so?
• Necessity & legality principle
• S. and Marper v. the UK, M.K. v. France
• Differences between member states seem acceptable if effective remedies
– Does this differ, depending on the person involved?
• ECtHR: ‘need for parƟcular aƩenƟon’ → ?
• Domestic level: sometimes retention period ~ age
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Use
– The formulation of the fingerprint expert report
– Little guidance by judicial actors
– Art. 6 ECHR (right to a fair trial): in a transparent way, not 
concealing the limitations of the results and enabling judicial 
actors to understand the exact meaning of the forensic expert 
report 
– Possibility to contest the expert’s findings
– Equality of arms
– ECtHR does not decide on admissibility of evidence but on 
general fairness of proceedings but considers whether 
authenticity and reliability of the evidence could sufficiently be 
challenged 
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- Not much attention for fingerprint evidence, neither at the European 
nor at the national level 
- Free movement of (fingerprint) evidence not self-evident
- Minimum standards (only) to integrate fundamental rights? ≈ role EU
Conclusion
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